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New Paradigms New Worlds. Live event. Gerd Leonhard and John Eyles. August 7th 2020. Zurich and Waiheke.
Thank you for inviting me to join you, Gerd. There is a lot to cover in ten minutes!
I’m going to look at Climate change, Capitalism, Inequality and Collaboration, and how Play plays a vital role in finding answers as we move forward.

Beliefs shape
reality

Beliefs shape reality.
Definition of Paradigm: Models, ideas, systems of beliefs.
When you change paradigms you change how you think about something.
Darwin evolutionist or creationist. Flat earth or round. Generosity or greed.
James Lovelock saw the earth as a living self regulatory system. His Gaia theory changes perception of the earth. He turned 101 in July.
We don’t see the world as it is but as we are. We bring our own cultural backpack to it.
Our bias and privilege. It’s a mindset, existing mostly in the four inches between our ears and then projected.

Our choices define us

I choose.
It’s our actions and choices that define who we are. This requires radical self responsibility. My ‘ability to respond’ to something. To respond with love or hate, fear or
possibility.

Same same
But different

Same same but diﬀerent.
Life’s fundamentals the same. Been living same paradigm for years. Eat, work, sleep, shop, breed, leisure time.
Go back 50 - 100 years and institutions and systems much the same, augmented by digital.
Currently experiencing change and sameness at the same time.
Two trends are apparent. There is increasing speed and increasing complexity in the changes we face.
There are no maps.
The past no longer informs the future in the way it did. The systems no longer suit.
Need to find and try on new ways of being, doing and having.

Forced to invent
the new possible
“We all face the
profound need to
invent something new,
because that is all we
can do.”
President Macron of France. April 2020

We are faced into inventing the new possible. Making it up as we go along.
There is a new awakening to the role of play.
It is research, fundamental and applied. The highest form according to Einstein.
Coming out of the global financial crisis, strong brand equity was the key to recovery.
According to the Brandz ‘100 most valuable global brands 2020’ report, the top characteristic driving brand value and growth is creativity and innovation - fuelled by play.

The answers are in the unknown.
Important to try new things, reflect, learn and adapt.
The answer to how, Yes.

The power
of PLAY

Plato said the leap was a definition of play. Learning to leverage the ground in take oﬀ and safe landing. Learned from play not instruction.
Play is a powerful evolutionary survival and success factor. All humans in all cultures like to play.
Play brings diversity, develops relationships, provides new ways of thinking and builds resilience.
The opposite of play is not work, it’s depression - and recession.
Play is hopeful, generative and full of possibility. It creates laughter and releases stress. Our vision widens, stretching beyond our imagination. In play we can co-create
with others, invent new paradigms and futures. It is the science of new.
Imagination more important than knowledge when the past no longer informs the future.

The opposite of
play is not
work, it’s
depression.
Brian Sutton-Smith

This is me being playful at the Taj in March - just before lockdown.

Left write brain. Fun activity with paper and pen.
Write a question about a challenge you face using your dominant hand. Use W/H not yes/no questions.
Now write an answer with the opposite hand

Write a
question about
a challenge
you face.
Use your dominant hand
Don’t use ‘yes/no’ questions

Put the pen/pencil in
your other hand

Now write an
answer to your
question.

Kidnapped by Capitalism

Responding to climate change and its impact on the environment are starting to be recognised as a human and planetary imperative that governs all others.
Climate change has impact on economy, health, refugees, agriculture, technology - everything.
It is becoming apparent that capitalism as we know it is unsuitable for the journey ahead.
The current system serves a few, not the many, nor the planet.
It has moved into an era of destructive creations, unsustainable debt and inequality.
It’s the perfect time to reassess. To reset our priorities and values. To challenge assumptions.
New nouns abound: Stakeholder/Citizen/Conscious/Circular Capitalism.
That we still hold on to Capitalism, does that mean we are not thinking hard enough?
What is going to work has yet to be uncovered. There is work to be done. A role for play. Change the game.

Heart of State

In NZ seeing changed narratives:
Kindness and compassion - Can be both strong and compassionate. Tax is renamed as love.
Long term social well being over short term economic considerations. Circular economy models being adopted by government departments. Sustainability and
regeneration in action.
Zero carbon Act. End 2019. One of the first countries in the world with the 1.5 degree warming threshold written into legislation.
When lockdown came there was a reassessment of value. Money not important for a moment. Importance of community and our relationships. Local food systems,
resilience, security and sustainability.
Not all good. Disparities in Education, health, corrections, employment to name a few. 10 year gap in life expectancy between Maori and NZ European. Unacceptable.
NZ inherited monocultural systems from a colonising power with inherent bias and privilege. There is a growing movement to decolonise state institutions, have regard
for indigenous cultural values, wisdom and beliefs. Togetherness.
A growing recognition we are all in this together. Requirement for deep listening, reflection and empathy. Take care of each other and share. “With my food basket and
your food basket we can feed the people”.

Half the world's wealth is in the hands of just 1% of the population.

Headlines of Inequality
The disparities of access to basic needs are huge. Climate change has the potential to inflict far worse. Look what the Syrian refuge crisis did to politics in Europe. The
risk of doing nothing will impact us all.
Are we prepared to care and share? To be the change we need? These are our choices. This will take the many not the few.
What is the education we need to be providing for our kids as leaders of the future? What is the purpose of schools? Education towards what?
Importance of action and education to make a stand for surviving and thriving. If not now, when?
We are chasing an exponentially steep curve.

Just 25 corporations and state-owned entities were responsible for more than half of global industrial emissions in that same period.

Inconvenient truth about corporations and their responsibility
Corporations need to be responsible citizens . People, planet, purpose, prosperity.
Too important to let the companies self organise. Need big collective eﬀort - individual, corporate, state.

Stable trading
currency

Can’t fix by fiddling
Good for you
and planet

Natural Systems

Together for change. Chance is in the change .
Cooperation and Co-creation.
Too important to let the companies self organise. Need big collective eﬀort - individual, corporate, state.
Covid has reminded us of the interconnected nature of the world and the importance of community.
The value of relationships and the speed of trust. We are social beings. We are co-creators of value.
Words build worlds. Communication, mutual respect and understanding are keys to solving shared issues.
The aﬀordances of the internet and collaboration tools like Zoom have made space time travel possible. A space where our collective intelligence can be utilised.
It is a massive emerging area as tools and modalities increase.

Together
foryou
change
Thank

harnessing collective wisdom

Build a world where everyone can all live well.
We have the ways, do we have the will?
Remember to make time and safe spaces for play. Unleash the moment. Invent the future.
If you need a hand being playful let me know.
Thank you www.johneyles.com

